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Sometimes small towns hold the biggest secrets.

Ambitious young attorney Tom Crane is about to become a partner in a high-profile Atlanta law firm. But
first he must clear one final matter from his docket?the closing of his deceased father's law practice in his
hometown of Bethel, Georgia. Killed in a mysterious boating accident, John Crane didn't appear to leave his
son anything except the hassle of wrapping up loose ends.

But instead of celebrating his promotion, Tom finds himself packing up his office, having suddenly been
"consolidated." To add insult to injury, that same night his girlfriend breaks up with him . . . by letter.

Returning to Bethel with no sense of his future and no faith to fall back on, Tom just wants to settle his
father's final affairs and get back to Atlanta. But then he runs into an unexpected roadblock?two million
dollars of unclaimed money stashed in a secret bank account. And evidence that his father's death may not
have been accidental. Worse still, a trail of data suggests his father played a role in an international fraud
operation.

Tom follows the money into a tangled web of lies, theft, and betrayal. Along the way, he meets a woman
who is as beguiling as she is beautiful. And her interest in the outcome of the case is just as high as his. She
challenges Tom's assumptions . . . and his faith. Now he has to decide who he can trust?and how far a
father's love can reach.
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From reader reviews:

Nellie Wellborn:

Have you spare time for a day? What do you do when you have more or little spare time? Sure, you can
choose the suitable activity intended for spend your time. Any person spent their very own spare time to take
a walk, shopping, or went to the particular Mall. How about open or maybe read a book titled Water's Edge?
Maybe it is to become best activity for you. You realize beside you can spend your time with your favorite's
book, you can better than before. Do you agree with their opinion or you have various other opinion?

Gloria Wells:

The book Water's Edge give you a sense of feeling enjoy for your spare time. You can utilize to make your
capable far more increase. Book can to be your best friend when you getting anxiety or having big problem
along with your subject. If you can make reading a book Water's Edge to be your habit, you can get far more
advantages, like add your own personal capable, increase your knowledge about some or all subjects. You
may know everything if you like wide open and read a book Water's Edge. Kinds of book are a lot of. It
means that, science e-book or encyclopedia or others. So , how do you think about this reserve?

Ruby Harris:

Often the book Water's Edge will bring one to the new experience of reading some sort of book. The author
style to clarify the idea is very unique. In the event you try to find new book to see, this book very suitable to
you. The book Water's Edge is much recommended to you you just read. You can also get the e-book
through the official web site, so you can more readily to read the book.

Hilary Winters:

In this period of time globalization it is important to someone to acquire information. The information will
make you to definitely understand the condition of the world. The condition of the world makes the
information simpler to share. You can find a lot of references to get information example: internet,
newspapers, book, and soon. You can observe that now, a lot of publisher which print many kinds of book.
Often the book that recommended to your account is Water's Edge this publication consist a lot of the
information on the condition of this world now. This kind of book was represented how do the world has
grown up. The vocabulary styles that writer use to explain it is easy to understand. The writer made some
investigation when he makes this book. This is why this book appropriate all of you.
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